Browser looking retro

Why is D2L telling me my "browser is looking a little retro"?

Sometimes, if you access D2L using a browser not officially supported for use with the system, you may see a pop up window similar to the one shown below.

This is D2L's warning that you may experience problems using your current browser to complete work within the D2L Learning Environment. Please upgrade or switch to a supported browser.

But why does D2L think I'm using an old version of Safari when I'm using some other web browser?

The "engine" inside Apple's Safari browser is an open source software component called WebKit. Because WebKit works well and is open source, many other, non-Safari web browsers also use versions of WebKit as their engines. Therefore, a lot of web browsers look like Safari to D2L.

Please switch to using a supported browser, particularly for critical class activities such as quizzes.